
A Dataflow-Aware Fault Resilience Analysis
Framework for Deep Neural Network Accelerators

I. INTRODUCTION

While the continuous scaling of CMOS technology nodes has led
to improved performance, it has also caused hardware to be more
susceptible to soft errors [3], [6]. Soft errors, which are temporary
errors in hardware caused by radiation or temperature effects [19],
have shown to cause failures in DNNs used in safety critical
applications like autonomous vehicles (AVs) [8]. With more DNNs
running on specialized hardware, it’s been found that the resilience
of DNN computation is dependent on the design of the accelerator
on which inference is being performed [7], [11]. In particular, the
way in which data is moved and reused in an accelerator impacts
how vulnerable certain computations may be to soft errors.

Given this dependency, understanding how the interaction be-
tween the accelerator design and model topology affects the
resilience of a DNN system is critical to deploy them safely. Quantifi-
cation is especially important during the early design phase of such
accelerators due to standards like the ISO 26262 [2], which mandates
maximum failure rates for systems-on-chip used in AVs. Previous
work has shown that transient errors in logic flip-flops alone can
exceed the failure rate budget of an accelerator in such systems [7].

Currently there is no generalizable framework that allows for the
exploration or quantification of the resilience of an accelerator’s
dataflow design. In this work we take an initial step to develop such
a tool for dataflow-aware resilience analysis. We first introduce
the idea of “dataflow error sites” (§III-A) as a way to model
DNN hardware errors in software. To extract such sites, we use
an accelerator’s loop nest representation for its dataflow, which
has not been done in previous resiliency work. Using these novel
methods, we have taken initial steps to create a generalizeable
software pipeline for resilience analysis given high-level design
descriptions of an accelerator’s dataflow (§III-B). Finally, we
describe preliminary results demonstrating the framework’s
capabilities and discuss future directions (§III-C and §III-D).

II. RELATED WORK & BACKGROUND

Related Work: Previous research has developed methods for
performing hardware-agnostic software injection into DNNs [12],
[13], [17]; however, such methods ignore the hardware dependency
of error propagation. FIdelity [7] aims to address this by developing
an accelerator-aware framework for modeling logic transient errors;
however, they lack support for analyzing the memory hierarchy
design, where most data is stored and reused. In addition, while
FIdelity provides psuedo-code describing their “reuse analysis”,
this forces users to implement the proposed framework themselves,
limiting its productivity. Other studies have performed single case
studies of memory errors in specific accelerator architectures

Fig. 1. NVDLA [1], [10] loop nest dataflow example. Various sections are
commented, marking points below which all accessed elements are contained in that
memory type. For example, DRAM is shown as being at the top-level loop, meaning
that all the accessed elements for outputs, inputs, and weights will be contained within
DRAM. For the weight/input buffer (or CBUF), it contains all weights for a consecu-
tive M0 weight kernels, as well as an input tile across consecutive C0 input channels.

[4], [11], but they do not supply researchers with a generalizable
framework for analyzing memory error resilience without access
to low-level design descriptions or RTL.

DNN Accelerator Dataflow: DNN accelerators, in general, each
implement a dataflow, which defines how it schedules a layer’s
computations [9], [15]. More specifically, the dataflow defines how
computations are staged spatially across an array of parallel process-
ing units, composed of MAC units and registers. It also specifies
how computations are scheduled temporally, meaning the order in
which the MACs are performed and how data is moved within the
memory hierarchy (e.g., from off-chip DRAM to registers).

While it’s well understood that dataflow has a large effect on
an accelerator’s performance due to different data reuse and MAC
utilization [15], it’s still unclear how the dataflow impacts resilience.
Recent flexible dataflow architectures even allow for different
mappings for the same workload [5], [18], motivating the need to
understand how mapping can affect resilience.

For this work, we focus on CNNs as they are frequently used
in safety critical settings like object detection in AVs. Due to the
“sliding window” property of convolutions, inputs and weights
are used for multiple output neuron computations. Thus, a single
bit-flip can result in large errors at the output, as that one erroneous
value will be reused across multiple output neurons. In order to
categorize and describe an accelerator’s dataflow, we utilize the fact
that the computation of a convolution can be described by a 7-D
loop nest (as illustrated in Fig. 1). The HW mapping of a workload
(i.e., a CNN layer) for a dataflow can be described from a loop nest
that reorders, tiles, and parallelizes the 7-D loop nest. The resulting
altered loop nest models how different pieces of data (i.e., inputs,
weights, and outputs) are reused temporally and spatially.



Fig. 2. A simplified block diagram showing key components of the framework. Given
some architecture description and DNN model architecture, Timeloop [15] produces
a loop nest mapping. This mapping is then used by the dataflow error site generator to
produce the dataflow error subset of the output window (shown in red). This can then
be used to isolate errors within the software injection frontend to estimate SDC rates.

III. PROPOSED SOLUTION & PRELIMINARY RESULTS

We propose a generalizable software framework for analyzing
DNN accelerator resilience given dataflow descriptions. We first
discuss our novel insight into modeling dataflow error propogation,
building off of the “reuse factor” proposed by previous work [7]
and tailoring it to memory errors in an accelerator dataflow. We
then describe the implementation and preliminary results.

A. Modeling Dataflow Error Propagation

Because DNN accelerators have well-defined dataflows, it’s
possible to deterministically model how errors propagate through
a memory hierarchy given a loop nest description. If an error occurs
prior to any computation at the highest level of the memory hierarchy
(e.g. DRAM), we call such an error a global error. A global error
will affect the entire output window of that element, meaning all the
output neurons for which that value is used for a partial sum. Pure
software injection frameworks without any dataflow analysis can
model such global errors by injecting into software-visible state.

However, if an error occurs within the memory hierarchy (e.g. in
a buffer or register) during computation, only a subset of the output
window will use that faulty value. For example, if an error occurs in
a memory element after the value has already been used, the output
neurons that used the “clean” value prior to the error will not be
erroneous.

The dataflow and mapping of an architecture, given an error
occurring at some time and location in memory, are what affect
this erroneous subset of output neurons, and we call this subset
dataflow error sites. This means that a memory error in hardware
can be modeled in software by performing a global bit-flip injection
and then only selecting the corresponding erroneous values that
make up the dataflow error sites at the output. The only difference
between two dataflows when modeling errors in software is the size
and shape of this subset.

B. Framework Description

To allow for dataflow-aware error propagation modeling, we
propose a two-stage analysis method as depicted in Fig. 2. The
first step involves a “Dataflow Error Site Generator” backend.
This backend uses an architecture’s loop nest mapping for a given
workload, supplied by Timeloop [15], which can perform this
mapping for any dataflow, allowing for wide generalizability. This
loop nest description allows us to simulate error propagation,
tracking how a value within a memory level (DRAM, buffer, etc.)
is used temporally and spatially within the output window.

Fig. 3. Top-1 Accuracy in Alexnet-ImageNet as a result of modeled memory
errors in input activations using our framework. The targeted accelerator is NVDLA
[1] using the loop nest shown in Fig. 1. We find that as reuse decreases down the
memory hierarchy (from DRAM to CBUF to regs), the SDC rate also decreases
drastically. Moreover, the layer in which the injection occurs has a major impact.

The second step involves a “Software Injection Frontend” which
takes the dataflow error sites generated from the backend to isolate
those sites in software, providing accurate hardware error modeling
in the software visible output activations. This frontend uses
PyTorch [16] to propagate a layer’s errors to the final model output.
The final output can then be used to collect failure data such as
silent data corruptions (SDCs), which are errors at the final output,
such as image misclassification. This output data are also useful
for validation purposes (§III-D).

C. Preliminary Results

Fig. 3 shows preliminary results using an early-stage
implementation of the framework. We use the loop nest for
NVDLA [1] as shown in Fig. 1 to model hardware errors in the
input activations for different memory levels. We used Alexnet as
the model topology, performing injections in convolutional layers
(ignoring layers with non-unit stride due to limitations in the current
framework). We used a random set of 100 images from ImageNet’s
validation set and randomly sampled input locations to inject an
error. Values are represented in FP32, and errors are modeled as
a flip of the fifth bit, as bit location randomization has not yet been
implemented. Future work will do a thorough analysis on different
representations and bit locations.

The short case study enabled by the framework already reveals
that reuse has a large effect on resilience, with errors occurring in
DRAM, the highest memory level, decreasing the accuracy by as
much as 6× as compared to errors in buffer or register elements.
This gives accelerator designers an idea of locations in the memory
hierarchy that are particularly vulnerable. We plan to do further case
studies comparing the resilience of various accelerator dataflows
to characterize how the dataflow impacts resilience and to explore
tradeoffs between energy, accuracy, and resiliency.

D. Validation

To be true to hardware, the dataflow error sites that the backend
produces need to be validated. We’ve already used the reported
error models for NVDLA [1] from FIdelity [7] and compared
them with the dataflow error sites produced by our framework,
and found that they exactly match, which is promising considering
FIdelity validated their work with RTL injections. Future validation
will compare results to fault injections performed on either a
cycle-accurate accelerator simulator, like STONNE [14], or RTL
for simple dataflow accelerator designs.
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